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Reptilian tactics in litigation: explanation of theory and current trends
•

Theory and its application

•

How are plaintiff’s counsel leveraging it

Defense strategies during discovery and depositions
•

Early identification

•

Preparing witnesses for tactics in depositions

Defense strategies during pretrial and trial

•

Motions in limine

•

Objections and arguments to limit its effectiveness
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(Dinosaur Tea Party is an actual game by Restoration Games)
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Reptilian Tactics in Litigation: Theory and its
Application
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The “Triune Brain”
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Fear Response
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Safety Rule + Danger = Reptile
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Safety Rule + Danger = Reptile

From: https://reptilekeenanball.com/
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Safety Rule + Danger = Reptile
The foundation of the Reptile program:
Alleged violation of a “safety rule” by
defendant which creates a danger to
people like those on the jury
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Safety Rule + Danger = Reptile
1. The rule must prevent danger
2. The rule must protect people in a wide variety of
situations, not just plaintiff

3. The rule must be in clear English
4. The rule must clearly state what a person must do/not do
5. The rule must be practical and easy to follow

6. The rule must be one the defendant will either agree with
or run the risk of looking stupid, careless or dishonest
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Safety Rule + Danger = Reptile
Every safety rule has an umbrella rule designed to cast as
wide a net as possible to be relevant to all situations and all
jurors:

The defendant is not allowed to
needlessly endanger the public
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Safety Rule + Danger = Reptile
The world of construction already has many “safety rules”
• Building Codes
• Job specific safety standards
• Employer specific safety programs
• OSHA Regulations
• ASTM/Industry Standards
• “Standard of Care”
• Professional Codes of Ethics
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How Plaintiffs’ Lawyers Are Leveraging Reptile Tactics

•

Focus on safety and danger rules
―

Rely on conditioned acceptance that
safety is absolute, while rejecting danger and risk in order to get
witnesses to agree to broad propositions

―

―

Safety is your top priority, correct?

―

You have a duty to put safety first, correct?

―

It would be wrong to needlessly endanger someone, right?

Link safety/danger to specific conduct
―

You would agree with me that when a commercial driver has exceeded the
speed limit, other drivers on the road are put in danger, right?

―

Any defect discovered in the manufacturing process should result in an
immediate recall of a product, because any delay could put the consumer in
danger, right?
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How Plaintiffs’ Lawyers Are Leveraging Reptile Tactics
•

Create contradictions between general rules and case specifics
―

Witness agreed safety is priority #1

―

Witness agreed that others are endangered when safety rules are broken
or ignored

―

In responding to case specific question contradicts responses to general
safety/danger questions, witness either admits wrongdoing or
contradicts prior testimony
―

Failing to perform a complete vehicle inspectin prior to your travel was a
safety violation, correct?

―

It endangered my client and other drivers, right?

―

If you would have performed a vehicle inspection, it would have prevented
my client’s injury, right?

―

So, by violating the safety rule and endangering others, including my client,
you were negligent, correct?
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How Plaintiffs’ Lawyers Are Leveraging Reptile Tactics
•

Does it work?
―

Verdicts
―

Building Code Violations cases resulting in bodily injury: Von Normann vs
Newport Channel Inn: $38,628,127 (reduced to $32,833,908 to account for
15% comparative fault)

―

Jobsite Safety: Bayer v. Garbe Iron Works Inc. (Cook Co., Ill., Cir. Ct.):
$80,000,000

―

Jobsite Safety (warning signs for construction zone not in place): Roberts v.
Bick’s Construction Inc. (Duval Co., Texas, Dist.): $33,313,573.96
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Defense Strategies During Discovery and Depositions
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Early Identification
•

•

Claim stage
•

Terminology of demand letters

•

Known “Reptile” practitioners

•

Classic situation where Reptile can be used effectively

Initial filing
•

Allegations in the complaint

•

Citations to codes, standards or “safety rules”

•

Allegations of duties of “supervision” and “control”

•

Claims for premises liability

•

Specific language such as “needlessly endanger”

•

Punitive damages alleged
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Initial Responses to Suit
Attempt to narrow the pleadings, or eliminate unnecessary language
Responsive pleadings
•

Motions to Dismiss

•

Motion for More Definite Statement/Bill of Particulars

•

Denials should be something more than just “deny”

Affirmative defenses
•

Fault of plaintiff, failure to follow rules

•

Comparative fault of third parties, non-parties
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Defense Strategies During Discovery
Written discovery will reveal the directions of the plaintiff’s theory
•

•

Pay careful attention to the scope of discovery
•

Often will seek wide reaching information

•

Seek court intervention if scope is too wide

This is a task for an experienced practitioner
•

Do not assume you can delegate responding to interrogatories/rfp to
someone uninitiated in this approach

•

Remember these answers will be read to the jury

•

Remember the affiant will likely be called as a witness
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Defense Strategies During Discovery
Defense should go on the offense
•

•

Discovery related to plaintiff’s own use of care
•

Prior incidents

•

Training

•

WC claims

•

Union membership files

Discovery directed to non-party employers or involved entities
•

Employer’s file

•

OSHA investigation materials

•

Other subs/contractors on site
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Depositions of Corporate Employees & Witnesses
•

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.” -- Benjamin Franklin
―

•

In other words, prepare, prepare, and prepare some more!

How do I know if I should expect a reptile deposition?
―

―

Nature of case
―

Any case is susceptible (e.g., simple premises liability cases, discrimination)

―

Specifically: trucking/transportation, products cases, medical malpractice

Opposing counsel
―

Known to employ tactics?

―

―

Use resources available...defense counsel bars, claims organizations,
etc.

Depositions being videotaped?
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Depositions of Corporate Employees & Witnesses
•

Training witnesses: “Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend
the first four sharpening the axe.” -- Abraham Lincoln
―

―

•

Break the yes or no rule
―

When speaking about broad topics such as safety and danger, we all
understand that there are exceptions, limitations, practical concerns and
reasonable boundaries

―

There is no single rule that fully prevents danger, right???

Allow witnesses to expand
―

I cannot answer that with a simply yes or no, and here is why...

―

Allow explanations of why the conduct was reasonable

Remember: absolute safety  standard of care!
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Depositions of Corporate Employees & Witnesses
•

Convince witnesses they are not being dishonest or evasive if they fail to
affirm broad statements presented
―

•

Accidents happen!

Safety rules have limits, definitions and different applications

―

Often, defendant’s industry and operations presents too many variables
and events to concede general abstract questions concerning safety
―

―

E.g., ongoing construction project (remodel, rennovations, etc.) while
business operations underway

And multiple parties involved undermines the simplicity of plaintiff’s
counsel’s theory
―

IMPORTANT: to the extent possible, work with other defense counsel to
minimize the effects of plaintiff’s over-simplified view
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Depositions of Corporate Employees & Witnesses
•

Training witnesses
―

―

•

Sample responses to general safety questions (e.g., safety is a top
priority)
―

Safety is an important goal, yes.

―

Safety in what regard? Can you please be more specific?

―

Are you referring to safety in the abstract, or in referene to this case?

Sample responses to specific safety/danger questions (e.g., if you see or
experience [pick your horrific option], the safest thing to do would be...)
―

It depends on the circumstances.

―

Not necessarily since every situation is different.

Goal: the corporate employee should feel like the depo is a walk in the park
compared to depo prep!
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Defense Strategies During Pretrial and Trial
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Pre-Trial Strategies to Limit or Exclude Reptile Tactics
•

Experienced plaintiffs’ lawyers will weave the reptile theory into every
conceivable aspect of trial.

•

Educate the judge
―

Help your judge understand what antics plaintiff’s counsel will pull
―

Trial brief
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Defense Strategies During Pretrial and Trial
Consider Trial Briefs
•

Prepare a comprehensive brief that addresses Reptile issues

•

Prepare “pocket briefs” to address specific issues of testimony or exhibits
― Preservation of the record
― Allow for easy reference when making continuing objections
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Pre-Trial Strategies to Limit or Exclude Reptile Tactics
•

Motions in limine
―

Legal authority supporting motion:
―

Regalado v. Callaghan (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 582 [it is misconduct to urge jury
to base verdict on protecting community]
―

―

“The law, like boxing, prohibits hitting below the belt. The basic rule
forbids an attorney to pander to the prejudice, passion or sympathy of
the jury.” (Martinez v. State (2015) 238 Cal.App.4th 559, 566.) For
example, “[a]n attorney representing a public entity commits
misconduct by appealing to the jurors' self interest as taxpayers.”
(Ibid.) “An attorney's appeal in closing argument to the jurors' selfinterest is improper and thus is misconduct because such arguments
tend to undermine the jury's impartiality.” (Cassim v. Allstate Ins. Co.
(2004) 33 Cal.4th 780, 796.)

Fitzpatrick v. Wendy’s 2019 WL 5792847 [counsel’s closing arguments, which
are weaved with reptile theory rhetoric, are improper and may support
granting a mistrial]
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Defense Strategies During Pretrial and Trial
Motions in Limine must:
•

Raise specific testimony

•

Focus on impermissible arguments in your jurisdiction:
― Golden Rule
― Appeals to jury’s self-interest
― “Conscience of the community”
― “Send a message”
― Defendant presents an ongoing danger to jurors
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Defense Strategies During Trial
Voir Dire
•

Beware the basic elements of Reptile
― “In a civil case, when someone breaks the safety rules, and so causes
harm, is held responsible, we are all better protected…”

•

Prime jurors in voir dire with the notion that safety = priority
― “Who here feels that engineers/contractors/subcontractors should always
put safety as their top priority? Who feels the community deserves that?”

•

Defuse priming
― “Who here feels that an engineer/contractor/subcontractor’s priority
should be conformance with their contract/standard of care?”
― “Who here believes employees like plaintiff have a duty to care for their
own safety/comply with safety rules/be aware of safety rules?”
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Combating the Reptile During Trial
•

Voir dire
―

Reptile counsel’s goal:
―

Introduce concept that the jury is responsible for protecting the community

―

Impanel jurors susceptible to reptilian thought

―

Exclude jurors resistent to reptilian thought

―

Follow-up to plaintiff’s counsel’s general, vague and hypothetical
questions

―

Also be prepared to ask your own reflective questions

―

―

Should guidelines, rules and laws that are designed to keep people safe be
followed no matter the circumstances?

―

Who here has ever made a decision that you believed was the right and best
decision under the circumstances although it may have violated policy?

Goal: impress the importance of logic, reason and prudence
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Defense Strategies During Trial
Opening Statement
•

Beware the old school/traditional approach
― “Hello, my name is…”
― Do not make defendant the focus

•

Avoid chronological regurgitation of facts

•

Avoid temptation to counter every jab

•

Counter-attack right away
― Begin right away with culpability or alternate causation theory
― Bring focus to those sets of facts to then flow into defense story/themes
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Combating the Reptile During Trial
•

Opening Statements
―

No argument or irrelevant facts
―

Be prepared to object to improper arguments, commentary, etc. in opening
statment
―

Educates the judge

―

Places plaintiff’s counsel on notice

―

Can thwart counsel’s early efforts to influence jury

―

Humanize defendant

―

Utilize the opportunity to attack the broad safety rules discussed by
counsel in opening
―

Highlight the expected testimony of your expert which will confirm that the
standard is what a reasonable person would do under similar circumstances,
not the absolute perfection plaintiff’s counsel suggests
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Defense Strategies During Trial
Trial Strategy
•

Develop a central “controlling idea” of the case
― Get your case into a single sentence
― Then ground trial themes in 3-5 main facts

•

Use similar structure and repetition in examination and cross-examination
of key witnesses

•

Bring focus to the plaintiff
― Comparative fault/failure to follow known safety rules

•

Eliminate or reduce the perceived threat/danger
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Defense Strategies During Trial
•

Object, object, object!
―

Regalado v. Callaghan (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 582
―

―

•

Objections must be made to preserve the record

At all phases, including during closing arguments

Closing arguments
―

Direct attack on the reptile theory relied upon
throughout trial
‒

Highlight generality of plaintiff’s case (e.g., absolute safety rules),
misleading notion that absolute safety rules is the applicable standard of
care, and inability to satisfy burden of proof
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Defense Strategies During Trial
Trial Strategy
•

“Reverse Reptile”
― Avoid too much criticism of plaintiff but their testimony is basis of
approach
― Use the same reptilian approach on plaintiff’s and co-defendant experts or
non-party witnesses
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“Reverse Reptile”
Q. And would you agree that a tradesman must never needlessly endanger himself or
his coworkers while he’s doing his task?
A. Right, never needlessly endanger himself.
Q. And he should never needlessly endanger his coworkers?
A. [H]e should avoid endangering anybody, yes.

Q. You would agree that the plaintiff on this job site had a duty to inspect his work
area for potential hazards?
A.

Yes.

Q. You would agree that if you are aware of a hazard and you encounter it, you’re
exposing yourself to danger?
A. Somewhat, yes. Sure.
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“Reverse Reptile”
Q. You’d agree that the more dangerous the task is, the more careful the tradesman
must be?
A.

Yes.

Q. And the tradesman must pay attention to the area that he’s working in and around?

A. I agree.
Q. And you agree a tradesman should never knowingly put himself in a dangerous
situation?
A. I agree, although, he does have a job to do and he has to get his work done.

Q. You can’t put the job over your well-being. Do you agree with that?
A. I mean, he knew it was wet. I don’t know that he knew he was going to get injured.
Q. He knew he could slip, though?
A. He knew it was a possibility. He’d seen slips, and there were complaints that
people were slipping.

Q.

And he knowingly decided to continue to work in that condition?

A.

Yes.
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